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Abstract

This paper presents the experiments to train a
Spanish-Aymara machine translation model for
the AmericasNLP 2023 Machine Translation
shared task. We included the English-Aymara
GlobalVoices corpus and an English-Aymara
lexicon to train the model and limit our train-
ing resources to train the model in a few-shot
manner.

1 Introduction

Aymara is a language spoken in Bolivia, Peru and
Chile. It is one of the larger languages in the Amer-
icas, and has more than 2 million speakers1, yet it
has received worryingly little attention from NLP
researchers. The development of language tech-
nologies encourage potential work in the documen-
tation, promotion, preservation and revitalization
of the languages (Galla, 2016; Mager et al., 2018).
Recent initiatives to promote research on languages
of the Americas brings NLP researchers closer to
the Americas languages communities and activists
(Fernández et al., 2013; Coler and Homola, 2014;
Hois and Ruiz, 2018; Kann et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2020; Ortega et al., 2020). Particularly, ma-
chine translation is a useful tool that encourages
more research in the languages as it bridges the
communication gaps in NLP researchers’ under-
standing of the models’ capabilities and limitations.

The AmericasNLP 2021 workshop hosted the
Open Machine Translation (OMT) shared task fo-
cusing on indigenous and endangered Americas
languages (Mager et al., 2021). The organizers
provided a seed collection of publicly available cor-
pora and highlighted the various nuances and vari-
ability of the translations due to the geographical
and linguistic diversity between the language vari-
eties. The Spanish data for development and test
sets created in the AmericasNLP 2021 shared task

1Statistics retrieved from Catalogue of Endangered Lan-
guages (2023)

are translated into the Aymara La Paz jilata variant,
which is the same variant used in the Global Voices
corpus (Tiedemann, 2012; Prokopidis et al., 2016).
While Aymara is mutually intelligible across differ-
ent dialects, they might differ in specific terminolo-
gies and minor grammatical preferences.

This paper presents our submission to the Amer-
icasNLP 2023 machine translation shared task
(Ebrahimi et al., 2023). We submitted our sys-
tem that focuses only on translating from Span-
ish into Aymara. We fine-tuned a multilingual T5
model (Xue et al., 2021) by adding an Aymara-
English lexicon2 to the existing Spanish-Aymara
and English-Aymara Global Voices corpus and the
Spanish-Aymara shared task training data (Con-
neau et al., 2018; Ebrahimi et al., 2022).

Other than presenting the results of our Amer-
icasNLP shared task submission, parts of this pa-
per will also serve as a demonstration of how the
model was modified from typical model training
using HuggingFace suite of libraries (Wolf et al.,
2020; Lhoest et al., 2021; McMillan-Major et al.,
2021), this is especially useful for low-resource
sequence-to-sequence tasks.

2 Pre-trained Tokenizer and New
Languages

While the current state of vogue in using massively
multilingual pre-trained models on low-resource
languages allows researchers to extend the models’
sub-word tokenizers, the models implicitly re-use
the tokens from how it was previously pre-trained
and simply ignore the new tokens by labelling them
as [UNKNOWN]. In cases where the character set of
the low-resource languages’ orthography matches
the languages that the models were pre-trained on,

2The lexicon is created from the notes of a student learn-
ing Aymara as a foreign-language, it is hosted on HuggingFace
dataset hub. The original sources of the lexicon attributes to
Parker (2008) Webster Aymara-English thesaurus and Peace
Corps (1967) Beginning Aymara book.
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it is possible that the models repurpose the sub-
words to learn new parameter behaviors given suf-
ficient computes and hyperparameter tuning exper-
iments.

from transformers import AutoTokenizer
from datasets import load_dataset

lexicon_dataset = load_dataset(
"alvations/aymara-english", on_bad_lines='skip')

tokenizer = AutoTokenizer.from_pretrained('google/mt5-base')

# Train a new tokenizer using the new dataset
# and the old tokenizer object.
new_tokenizer = tokenizer.train_new_from_iterator(

lexicon_dataset, vocab_size=50_000)
new_tokens = set(new_tokenizer.vocab).difference(tokenizer.vocab)

# Before: 250100
print('Before:', len(tokenizer))
tokenizer.add_tokens(list(new_tokens))

# After (adding vocab): 251152
tokenizer.add_tokens(

lexicon_dataset['train']['Aymara'] +
lexicon_dataset['train']['English'])

print('After (adding vocab):', len(tokenizer))

To preserve the learned model parameters, a re-
searcher using the multilingual model can extend
its tokenizer’s sub-word vocabulary by relearning
the sub-word tokenizer from scratch, then apply it
to dataset with the new language and finally extend-
ing the new sub-words to the pre-trained vocabu-
lary. To assign new parameters in the model for
these new sub-words tokens, the embedding layer
of the model needs to be extended. The code snip-
pet above demonstrates the function to extend the
new language’s vocabulary to existing pre-trained
mT5 model.

The following snippet below presents the differ-
ences of the input token indices depending on how
the tokenizer was extended for a new language.

from transformers import AutoTokenizer

tokenizer_old = AutoTokenizer.from_pretrained('google/mt5-base')
tokenizer_new = AutoTokenizer.from_pretrained('alvations/mt5-aym-lex')

sent = "1899n ahuicha yuriwayi"

tokenized_old_ids = tokenizer_old(sent)['input_ids']
tokenized_new_ids = tokenizer_new(sent)['input_ids']

tokens_old = [tokenizer.decode([s]) for s in tokenized_old_ids]
tokens_new = [tokenizer.decode([s]) for s in tokenized_new_ids]

print(tokens_old)
# Ouputs: ['1899', 'n', '', 'ahu', 'icha', 'yuri', 'way', 'i', '</s>']

print(tokens_new)
# Outputs: ['1899', 'n', '', 'ahuicha', 'yuri', 'way', 'i', '</s>']

Instead of using the subword tokenizer, users
can pre-tokenize the new language data using a
linguistic motivated rule-based tokenizer and add
the tokens without further splitting these tokens
into subwords to the models’ vocabulary. How-
ever the tokenizer does not automatically recog-
nize/determine spelling variants, e.g. "ahuicha"

(i.e. "grandma" in English and "abuela" in Span-
ish) can also be spelled as "awichajax" in Aymara.

3 Experimental Setup

All models fine-tuned in this paper uses the mT5
architecture using A100 GPUs with 40GB RAM.
We use the all default hyperparameters of the Hug-
gingFace’s Seq2SeqTrainingArguments except:

• warmup_steps3 was set to 500, instead of the
default 0

• auto_find_batch_size is enabled with the
default algorithm to determine batch size au-
tomatically

• max_steps is set at 200,000. We cap the max-
imum number of model updates to 200K to
limit the computing resources used for our
experiments to approximately 24 hours per
model, vis-a-vis ‘few-shot’ training.

We fine-tuned a zero-shot lexicon-enriched sys-
tem mT5 model with Aymara-English lexicon,
the Spanish-Aymara and English-Aymara Global
Voices corpus and Spanish-Aymara XNLI training
data split for the training data. And we use the
Spanish-Aymara XNLI development data split pro-
vided by the shared task organizers to select the
best performing model.

Training Data mt5-base mt5-zero mt5-lex

XNLI Train
(spa-aym) D D D
Global Voices
(spa-aym) D D D
Global Voices
(eng-aym) D D
Lexicon
(eng-aym) D

Table 1: Training Datasets used by the mT5 Variants

Our official submission to the shared task is
selected from the best-performing system that
scored the lowest perplexity loss and highest
BLEU score. Other than the best performing zero-
shot lexicon-enriched system (mT5-lex), we ex-
perimented and a baseline model that only fine-
tuned Spanish-Aymara Global Voice and XNLI

3This hyperparameter is used to gradually increased the
learning rate to make training more stable (Huang et al., 2020).
The original transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) set the warmup
to 4,000.
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dataset (mT5-base) and a second baseline that
adds on the English-Aymara Global Voices data to
Spanish-Aymara Global Voices and XNLI dataset
(mT5-zero). Table 1 summarizes the datasets used
to train the corresponding mT5 models.

4 Results

Our official submission to the shared-task scored a
measly 0.12 BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and 9.22
ChrF score (Popović, 2015) on the AmericasNLP
2023 shared task test set. The best performing team
in the shared task achieved 4.45 BLEU and 36.24
ChrF. The target Aymara text from the test set was
not released publicly, hence we present the results
of our model variants on the development set.

System ChrF BLEU

mt5-base 30.59 2.78

mt5-zero 23.98 2.99
mt5-lex 22.01 1.38

Table 2: Results on AmericasNLP 2023 Spanish-
Aymara Development Set

We note the oracle effect of selecting the best
model during training based on the development
set, thus the results from Table 2 might be inflated.

As a sanity check, we translated the lexicon used
to train mt5-lex from English into Spanish using
the NLLB machine translation model (Costa-jussà
et al., 2022) and count the tokens from the lexicon
that matches the development texts. We found that
the lexicon has little matches to the tokens in the
development sets, see Appendix A for more details.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we present our participation in
the AmericasNLP 2023 Spanish-Aymara machine
translation shared task. We experimented with
adding an English-Aymara lexicon and training

We share the follow resources created in our
participation for future researchers to improve
English/Spanish-Aymara translations.

• English-Aymara Lexicon
• mt-base model
• mt-zero model
• mt-lex model
• Model training script
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A Lexicon Matches in Development Set

There are 81 unique words that matches the Spanish
translated lexicon to the tokens in the development
set. The matches sum up to a frequency of 373 out
of a total number of 53,135 in the development set
on the Spanish source. However when we match
the target Aymara text with the lexicon and we find
only 4 unique words matches that occurred 9 times
in the development set. Looking at the sentences
that contains the Aymara word matches to the lexi-
con, the Aymara sentences from the development
set contains loan words either from Spanish or En-
glish,

The 4 unique Spanish - Aymara lexicon matches
are:

• el vuelo -> fly
• mayo -> may
• firme -> firm
• hijo -> son

The sentences that contains the target side
matches are:

• The firm Uk ullartatï.
• Tamax may maya temanakanw yatiñ munapx-

chixa.
• Aka jan walt’awix may may lup’iy-

pachatamxa, ukampis samart’awim suyt’am.

• Jichhurux awkixan nayra jakawipat
arst’awaya ukatx kunawsatix Estados
Unidos markar sarawayjix may may kast
sarawinak utjirinakaw uñicht’ayätani

• I’ll fly away uk ajlliristxa.
• Aruskipt’aw Hilbert, Las mariposas son libres,

El mago de Oz, Tierra de juguetes y Vue-
los ukanakatx purt’anirinakax uñjtawayapx-
aniwa.

• Ukampirus, niyapunix may uñjiristwa, uh, V6
inas.

We note that the underlined loan phrases matches
contributes to the matching counts in the lexicon.
And when it comes to the Aymara lexicon entry
‘may’, it is a false-friend match, in both develop-
ment setences that contains ‘may may’, it phrase
seems to be a grammatical/syntactic construct.

With the above anecdote, we find that lexicon
effects in machine translation might not be evident
in metrics scores if the lexicon matches in the test
set is low, unlike previous studies of using lexicon
in high resource languages (Tan et al., 2015; Yvon
and Rauf, 2020).
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